OGLE Cepheids have Lower Amplitudes in SMC than in LMC by Paczynski, B & Pindor, B
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The issue of blending may not be settled for some time, as it is diÆcult to model. Note,
that a signicant contribution to blending may be due to physical companions, which are
common among young stars. The star - star correlation function is strong for young stars
(Harris & Zaritsky 1999), and an estimate based on randomly placed `articial stars', often
used in blending tests (e.g. Ferrarese et al. 1999), may be inadequate. Hence, it is useful to
explore an approach which is not aected by any blending.
A simple way to overcome the blending problem altogether is to use the AC signal
from cepheids, i.e. the period - ux amplitude relation (cf. Paczynski 1999). The recently
developed image subtraction software (e.g. Alard & Lupton 1998, cf. its applications by
Alard 1999a,b, Olech et al. 1999, Wozniak et al. 1999) provides the light variations of point
sources as the only directly measurable quantity. Of course, the image subtraction does not
provide a measure of the DC signal. For the period - ux amplitude relation to be useful it
has to be veried empirically, as theoretical models do not provide reliable values of cepheid
amplitudes.
Recently published OGLE database of about 8  10
5
photometric measurements in
standard BVI bands for over 3,000 cepheids in both Magellanic Clouds (Udalski et al.
1999a,b, cf. http://www.astrouw.edu.pl/~ ftp/ogle/ogle2/cepheids/query.html ) oers an
opportunity to test the universality of the period - ux amplitude relation.
2. Results
Only bright, i.e. long period cepheids are useful for distance determination. As OGLE
data are aected by CCD saturation for LMC cepheids with periods longer than 30 days




days. On the short period
side a resonance complicates light curves of cepheids with periods near 10 days. Therefore,




days, and which were in the
narrow band of the observed period - luminosity relation dened by Udalski et al. (1999a,b).
There were 33 such objects in the LMC and 35 in the SMC OGLE database. These numbers
will increase in the future when OGLE covers a larger area of both Magellanic Clouds, and
the longest period cepheids will be measured in both using shorter exposure times.
The OGLE public domain database provides over 200 I-band data points per cepheid,
and typically 15 data points in V and B bands. A visual inspection of the very accurate
68 I-band light curves revealed an unpleasant surprise: cepheids in the SMC had smaller
amplitudes than those in the LMC. The median I-band amplitude is 0.56 mag in the LMC
and only 0.46 mag in the SMC.
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In order to quantify this eect we approximated the I-band ux variation of every











sin(2it=P ) + a
ic
cos(2it=P )] ; (1)
where all the coeÆcients were calculated so as to minimize the rms deviation between the
observed data points, F
I;k


























These values were tabulated for the 33 LMC and 35 SMC cepheids, and they are shown in
Fig. 1 as a function of pulsation period.
Next, we made 1,000 random drawings from these samples, with replacement. The
average values and the variances of the medians were found to be
f
LMC
= 0:2466  0:0076; f
SMC





= 0:0380  0:0092; (4:1): (4)
The dierence in amplitude between the LMC and SMC cepheids is a 4  eect.
In order to verify the extent to which the dierence is aected by the outliers we
removed cepheids with f < 0:14 from the sample; 3 of these were in the SMC and 1 was in
the LMC. The same procedure was repeated, and we obtained
f
LMC
= 0:2480  0:0052; f
SMC





= 0:0364  0:0092; (3:9): (5)
The dierence in amplitudes remained a 4  eect.
We found a similar dierence in the V-band amplitudes; it was a 3  eect, presumably
because of the vastly smaller number of photometric measurements.
It is clear that no matter how the pulsation amplitude is estimated there is a signicant
dierence between the two Magellanic Clouds, with the amplitudes of LMC cepheids larger
by  18%. Being at the 4  level the eect is very unlikely to be a result of a random
{ 4 {






log P  [days]
LMC filled       SMC open
Fig. 1.| The fractional I-band amplitude of cepheids in the LMC (lled circles) and in
the SMC (open circles) are shown as a function of a pulsation period. The amplitudes are
dened with the eqs. (1-3). The median amplitude is 18% larger in the LMC than in the
SMC, a 4  eect.
uctuation. Of course, it will be useful to check it when the sample of LMC and SMC
cepheids becomes larger in a year or two.
We make no attempt to interpret the dierence in amplitudes, though the most natural
reason seems to be the dierence in the metal content. If this is a metallicity eect then
galactic cepheids, as well as those in M31 and M33 may have even larger amplitudes than
those in the LMC. Unfortunately, ground based M31 and M33 data are known to be
aected by serious blending, while there are relatively few galactic cepheids in the period
range 10
1:1
 P  10
1:4
days to make a comparison useful. The unfortunate consequence of
our nding is that the period - ux amplitude relation is not universal, and cannot be used
for accurate distance determination.
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